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Typing on tiny QWERTY keyboards on smartwatches is considered challenging or even impractical due to the 

limited screen space. In this paper, we describe three user studies undertaken to investigate users ’ typing abilities 

and preferences on tiny QWERTY keyboards. The first two studies, using a smartphone as a substitute for a 

smartwatch, tested five different keyboard sizes (2, 2.5, 3, 3.5 and 4 cm). Study 1 collected typing data from 

participants using keyboards and given asterisk feedback. We analyzed both the distribution of touch points 

(e.g., the systematic offset and shape of the distribution) and the effect of keyboard size. Study 2 adopted a 

Bayesian algorithm based on a touch model derived from Study 1 and a unigram word language model to perform 

input prediction. We found that on the smart keyboard, participants could type between 26.8 and 33.6 words per 

minute (WPM) across the five keyboard sizes with an uncorrected character error rate ranging from 0.4% to 1.9%. 

Participants ’ subjective feedback indicated that they felt most comfortable with keyboards larger than 2.5 cm. 

Study 3 replicated the 3.0 and 3.5 cm keyboard tests on a real smartwatch and verified that in terms of text 

entry speed, error rate and user preference, there was no significant difference between the results measured on 

a smartphone and that on a smartwatch with same sized keys. This study result indicated that the results of Study 

1 and 2 are applicable to smartwatch devices. Finally, we conducted a simulation to investigate the performance 

of different touch/language models based on our collected data. The results showed that using either a bigram 

language model or a detailed touch model can effectively correct imprecision in users ’ input. Our results suggest 

that achieving satisfactory levels of text input on tiny QWERTY keyboards is possible. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

In recent years, smartwatches have become increasingly popular and
ave garnered attention from both the public and researchers. However,
ext entry on smartwatches remains challenging due to the extremely
imited available screen space. Many consumer smartwatches lack sup-
ort for text entry altogether (e.g., Apple Watch and MOTO 360), which
ignificantly limits the usability of these smartwatches. Currently, only
 few commercial smartwatches feature a built-in keyboard (e.g., Mi-
rosoft Band 1 and Samsung Gear S2 2 ). 

A number of techniques have been proposed by researchers to enable
ext entry on QWERTY keyboards on smartwatches; most are character-
evel input techniques that facilitate the selection of individual keys
e.g., Zoomboard, Oney et al., 2013 , and ZShift, Leiva et al., 2015 ). How-
ver, word-level input is also an important feature of modern software
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Computer Science and Technology, Tsinghua Univ

E-mail addresses: yc2pcg@gmail.com , chunyu@tsinghua.edu.cn (C. Yu). 
1 https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-band . 
2 http://www.samsung.com/global/galaxy/gear-s2/ . 
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eyboards such as those on smartphones. Using word-level techniques,
sers do not necessarily have to select each individual key accurately;
ather, the algorithm can intelligently predict the user ’s intended word
ased on prior knowledge of the language (e.g., word frequency) and
he user ’s touch characteristics (e.g., the distribution of touch points).
o this end, many studies have been conducted to quantify users ’ touch

nput characteristics, also known as a touch model . The results, which
re almost always collected on smartphone keyboards, are valuable for
esigning high-performance prediction algorithms for text entry. How-
ver, knowledge of whether these results also apply to tiny QWERTY
eyboards is still lacking. To our knowledge, no previous study has pro-
ided empirical results on touch point distribution in a smartwatch sce-
ario. 

In this work, we examined user performances and preferences when
yping on tiny QWERTY keyboards with the ultimate goal of exploring
ersity, China. 
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he feasibility of easy-to-implement, high-performance text entry algo-
ithms on smartwatches. We iteratively conducted three studies on tiny
WERTY keyboards with sizes ranging from 2.0 to 4.0 cm. In the first

tudy, we collected typing data from twenty participants. An asterisk
ould appear and a “hit ” sound were played when a touch event was
etected ( Azenkot and Zhai, 2012; Findlater et al., 2011 ). Despite a sys-
ematic offset in touch points, the participants could achieve an input
ate of between 21.4 and 24.8 words per minute (WPM) with fairly high
recision. 

In the second study, we evaluated the performance of a naive
ayesian algorithm derived from the data in Study 1. By leveraging a
ouch model and a unigram word language model, participants were
ble to achieve an input rate of 32.6 WPM with a character error rate
f 0.6% on a 3.0 cm QWERTY keyboard. Interestingly, larger keyboards
i.e., 3.5 and 4.0 cm) did not significantly increase the performance in
erms of input speed, accuracy or user preference. 

In the third study, we replicated the tests of the 3.0 and 3.5 cm key-
oards on a real smartwatch. This study served to verify the assumption
hat testing keyboards with the same size on a smartphone instead of
 smartwatch would not lead to significant differences in the measured
peed, accuracy or subjective ratings and indicated that the results of
tudies 1 and 2 could be applied to real smartwatches. 

To explore the effect of different touch and language models, we con-
ucted a simulation comparing the error correction ability of different
ouch/language models using the data collected in Study 1. We found
hat using either a bigram language model or a detailed touch model
ould achieve a top-1 error rate below 8%. This suggested that both in-
orporating a powerful language model and improving the modeling of
sers ’ touch behavior could benefit users ’ text entry performances on
iny QWERTY keyboards. 

. Related work 

Various techniques have been used to facilitate text entry on smart-
atches. Some employed auxiliary sensors or hardware to extend the

nput expressivity of smartwatches, for example, using a magnetometer
o enable in-air gestures ( Harrison and Hudson, 2009 ), tilting the de-
ice to select characters ( Partridge et al., 2002; Sazawal et al., 2002 ),
nd combining physical panning, twisting, tilting, and clicking as input
ethods ( Xiao et al., 2014 ). However, touch is one of the most common
odalities in daily life (e.g., on smartphones and tablets); consequently,

his review focuses on text entry techniques based on tiny keyboards on
ouch screens. 

.1. Character-level techniques 

A straightforward approach for supporting text entry on a smart-
atch is to implement a QWERTY keyboard on it. However, given the

imited screen space (usually less than 4 cm in width), the individual
eys are too small to be touched accurately due to the “fat finger prob-
em. ” To address this problem, researchers have proposed a number of
haracter-level techniques (e.g., iterative selection and zooming) to fa-
ilitate the selection of individual character keys. 

ZoomBoard ( Oney et al., 2013 ) initially shows a tiny QWERTY lay-
ut, which users iteratively tapped to magnify the keys to a comfort-
ble size. Evaluation results showed that, using this scheme, participants
ould type at 9.3 WPM after eight practice trials. SwipeBoard ( Chen
t al., 2014 ) used a hierarchical keyboard layout. Users used a first swipe
o specify the region in which the character was located and a second
wipe to specify the desired character within that region. When enter-
ng only four-letter words, participants could reach 19.6 WPM after two
ours of training. ZShift ( Leiva et al., 2015 ) used a lift-off strategy to se-
ect keys and created a callout showing a zoomed copy of the occluded
creen area when the finger was in touch with the screen. The authors
ested keyboards with key sizes ranging from 1.5 to 2.6 mm. Input per-
ormance improved as the keyboard size increased, and all participants
45 
ubjectively perceived the keyboard as being more usable as the key-
oard size increased. However, the input speed was still very slow ( <
0 WPM). 

Character-level techniques can be effective when entering Out-Of-
ocabulary (OOV) words (e.g., names and passwords). However, when
ntering common words or sentences, the performance of these tech-
iques becomes awkward because careful aiming or multiple operations
taps/swipes) are required to enter each individual character. Conse-
uently, these designs limit the text entry speed in such scenarios. 

.2. Word-level techniques 

Word-level techniques take advantage of language redundancy to
esolve ambiguities or noise in the user ’s input. Thus, they facilitate the
ask of entering individual words. Users tap only once for each character
r draw a gesture to enter the word as opposed to the multiple operations
equired for entry in the methods described above. Recently, Gordon
t al. (2016) demonstrated that with the help of word-level techniques,
oth touch typing and gesture typing could achieve over 22 WPM on
iny QWERTY keyboards. However, no detailed results were provided
n the pattern of touch point distribution during typing. Because our
oal is to focus on touch typing, we review word-level techniques on
ouch keyboards. Currently, there are two major types of word-level
echniques: ambiguous keyboards and the Bayesian approach. 

.2.1. Ambiguous keyboards 

An ambiguous keyboard groups multiple characters into single keys
nd uses a predefined dictionary to resolve input ambiguity. For ex-
mple, the T9 keyboard ( Grover et al., 1998 ) may be the most famous
mbiguous keyboard on smartphones; it requires only 8 numeric keys (0
nd 1 are not included) rather than the 26 keys of a standard QWERTY
ayout. On smartwatches, where the screen is very small, this design
ignificantly decreases the number of displayed keys, thus allowing an
ncrease in the displayed key size. On the other hand, T9 ’s shortcom-
ng is that its ambiguous keyboards are vulnerable to input imprecision.
sers must accurately target each key, which can be difficult on smart-
atches. 

In 2004, Dunlop (2004) first studied the feasibility of entering text
n a smartwatch using four alphabetic buttons and a central space key.
nfortunately, the author only reported the average time and number
f errors when entering each sentence; therefore, the results could not
e extrapolated to WPM or error rates directly. In 2014, Komninos and
unlop (2014) proposed an optimal alphabetic keyboard that had six
eys. However, its performance was low ( ∼ 8 WPM). Moreover, its un-
amiliar layout may prevent novice users from using this keyboard in
eal life. 

.2.2. The Bayesian approach 

The second (but more widely adopted) type of word-level technique
s the Bayesian approach that was first proposed by Goodman et al.
2002) . This approach allows users to input words without aiming as
arefully. The basic idea is to estimate the probability of each candi-
ate word (based on word frequency and the touch point distribution)
nd suggest the most probable one(s). Given W as a word in a prede-
ned dictionary and I as a sequence of input touch points, the algorithm
omputes the probability as follows: 

 ( 𝑊 |𝐼) ∝𝑃 ( 𝐼|𝑊 ) ×𝑃 ( 𝑊 ) (1)

n Eq. 1 , P ( W ) is a language model that describes the probability of W . In
ractice, this probability can be estimated using many different models
uch as N-gram or neural network based language models. P ( I | W ) is a
ouch model , which is the distribution of touch points regarding each key
uring typing. 

When calculating P ( I | W ), existing works usually assumed that users
ould always yield the correct number of touch points (e.g., Goodman
t al., 2002; Rashid and Smith, 2008 ). Furthermore, it was also assumed
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hat the touch points were mutually independent, leading to the follow-
ng equation: 

 ( 𝐼|𝑊 ) = 

𝑛 ∏
𝑖 =1 

𝑃 ( 𝐼 𝑖 |𝑊 𝑖 ) (2)

here n is the length of W , and I i and W i indicate the i th touch point
nd the i th character, respectively. P ( I i | W i ) models the distribution of
ouch points corresponding to the i th key during typing. In practice,
esearchers have usually calculated P ( I i | W i ) using a bivariate Gaussian
istribution ( Azenkot and Zhai, 2012; Goodman et al., 2002 ). 

The Bayesian approach has been widely used in commercial key-
oards on smartphones (e.g., the Android system keyboard). Recently, it
as also shown to be applicable to smartwatch-sized keyboards. Gordon

t al. (2016) reported that users could type 22 WPM on a smartwatch
sing the statistical decoder of the Google Keyboard. Vertanen et al.
2015) tested users ’ typing performance on a mobile phone, and found
hat users could type 35 WPM on a smartwatch-sized keyboard with
 sentence-level Bayesian decoding algorithm. However, to our knowl-
dge, no previous work has been conducted on investigating the distri-
ution of touch points on smartwatches, which should provide a deeper
nsight into users ’ typing behavior on ultra-small keyboards. 

Sentence-level techniques take the Bayesian approach a step further.
sers are free to omit the space key during typing, and the algorithm

nfers the positions of spaces automatically, which can further improve
ext entry speed. Some commercial keyboards already support sentence-
evel input on smartphones (e.g., the Android keyboard). Vertanen et al.
2015) studied the performance of a sentence-level technique called Ve-
ociTap, which used a 3 GB language model (a 1 GB 12-gram character
anguage model and a 2 GB 4-gram word model) to predict input. Stud-
es using this model showed that users could reach input speeds of 34.9
o 38.2 WPM on watch-sized keyboards. In our research, we showed that
ased on a detailed touch model derived through real typing data, users
ould achieve competitive input speeds on watch-sized keyboards using
 lightweight language model ( ∼ 2 MB). 

.3. Typing pattern on QWERTY keyboard 

To provide touch models and to better understand users ’ typing be-
aviors on QWERTY keyboards, researchers have examined users ’ “typ-
ng patterns ” in various modalities. In (e.g., Azenkot and Zhai, 2012;
indlater et al., 2011; Henze et al., 2012 ), typing patterns were quan-
itatively characterized by the statistical distributions of touch points.
or example, Findlater et al. (2011) examined the typing patterns that
merged when expert typists touch-typed on a flat surface with ten fin-
ers. They analyzed touch contact points and hand contours and found
hat expert typists exhibit individually spatially consistent keypress dis-
ributions. Henze et al. (2012) deployed a typing game to investigate the
yping behavior of users on standard phone-sized Android keyboards
nd found systematic skews in the touch point distributions. Azenkot
nd Zhai (2012) explored touch behavior on phone-sized QWERTY key-
oards with three different types of input: typing with two thumbs, typ-
ng with an index finger, and typing with only one thumb. They found
istinct patterns among these three input forms and reported that de-
pite a consistent touch offset, the touch precision of the participants was
elatively high. These works provided valuable information concerning
he typing patterns on QWERTY keyboards in various modalities. How-
ver, to the best of our knowledge, no such result has been provided on
eyboards as small as those on smartwatches. 

.4. Touch precision for tiny targets 

Studies have been conducted to determine the touch precision or the
imits on target size for touch input. However, these studies have had
ixed results. 

Some researchers showed that users ’ touch input could be very pre-
ise. For example, Sears and Shneiderman (1991) reported that touch
46 
creens could offer access speed and accuracy that rivaled the mouse for
argets as small as 1.7 × 2.2 mm. Holz and Baudisch (2010, 2011) in-
estigated the effect of finger posture on touch precision and found
hat 4.3 mm was the minimal target size to achieve a 95% success
ate. Bérard and Rochet-Capellan (2012) explored the limits of preci-
ion when pointing to a target when the pointing finger was already in
ontact with the touch surface and found that users ’ precision for linear
ointing was approximately 0.17 mm and that they could reliably point
t sectors as narrow as 2.76° in 2 seconds in rotational pointing. 

Meanwhile, other researchers have found much lower touch preci-
ions. Sears (1991) asked participants to touch 1.65 mm targets using
 lift-off strategy and found that a 2.27 cm square could cover 99% of
he hits. Colle and Hiszem (2004) investigated users ’ performances and
references on a touch screen numeric keypad when using a land-on
trategy. They reported that a key size of 20 mm was sufficiently large
or optimal performance and user satisfaction. In both works, partici-
ants were tested when touching a large touch screen that was far from
heir eyes, and the tasks were all based on simple pointing tasks. 

Research has also been conducted on understanding the mental
odel for acquiring small targets with touch. Holz and Baudisch

2010) proposed the generalized perceived input point model, which
ttributed the inaccuracy of touch to the failure to distinguish between
ifferent users and finger postures, rather than to the “fat finger prob-
em. ” In their subsequent work ( Holz and Baudisch, 2011 ), they found
hat the features users aligned with the target were visual features. Both
orks addressed the effects of finger posture (i.e., roll and pitch) on

ouch performance, which helps us to understand human typing behav-
or given the touch point distribution when aiming at small targets. 

Based on previous studies, we speculate that due to a much smaller
creen size, users ’ typing patterns on smartwatches (e.g., systematic off-
et and size of spread) may be different from that on smartphones. This
ighlights the importance and necessity of thoroughly examining the
yping patterns on smartwatches, with the ultimate goal of designing
igh-performance text entry techniques. 

. Study 1: examining typing patterns 

In the first step, we conducted a study to collect typing data from
articipants typing on tiny QWERTY keyboards. We were interested in
he patterns of touch point distribution as well as how they are affected
y keyboard size. 

.1. Participants 

We recruited twenty participants from the campus (10 male and 10
emale) with an average age of 22.5 (SD = 1.5). All participants regularly
sed a QWERTY keyboard and had used touch screen devices for an
verage of 4.1 years (SD = 1.7). All the participants were right-handed.
ach participant was compensated $20. 

.2. Apparatus 

We used a wrist-worn smartphone to test keyboards with varying
izes. Phones have commonly been used by researchers as a convenient
ubstitute for watches in studies ( Leiva et al., 2015; Vertanen et al.,
015 ). An HTC One smartphone running Android 4.2.2 was used in
his study. The phone was attached to users ’ left wrists by a wristband
 Fig. 1 a). The experiment software recorded all touch data, including the
ixel x and y coordinates and millisecond time stamps whenever a touch
vent occurred. The screen PPI was 468, where 1 pixel = 0.054 mm. 

We rendered a smartwatch with a square watch face and a standard
WERTY keyboard on the phone ( Fig. 1 b). The keys of the keyboard
ere equal in width and height, which is a common configuration for

martwatch keyboards (e.g., Leiva et al., 2015; Vertanen et al., 2015 ).
oreover, we set the margins between the keys to zero to avoid wasting

creen space. A task phrase was shown on the top of the screen. Similar
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Fig. 1. Experiment setup. (a) A participant typing on the keyboard. (b) Task interfaces with 2.0 cm and 4.0 cm keyboards. 

Fig. 2. Screen sizes (width) of some popular commercial smartwatches. 
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o Vertanen et al. (2015) , taps outside the simulated watch screen were
gnored by the software, which ensured that the phone behaved the
ame as a real smartwatch with limited screen space. Furthermore, no
ackspace was provided during the experiment because it is important
o capture users ’ natural typing behavior on an ideal smart keyboard
hat can tolerate input imprecision without introducing a bias toward
ny specific keyboard algorithm ( Azenkot and Zhai, 2012 ). 

.3. Experiment design 

We used a within-subjects, single-factor design ( keyboard size ), to test
ve keyboard sizes: 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 cm. The keyboard sizes
ere chosen to emulate the sizes of popular commercial smartwatches

e.g., Sony SmartWatch, MOTO 360, Samsung Gear S, and Apple Watch).
ig. 2 shows the screen sizes of some commercial smartwatches. 

In particular, 2.0 cm is slightly smaller than the screen of a Sony
martWatch V1, which is, to our knowledge, the smallest smartwatch.
ccording to our pilot study, it is also the smallest size acceptable to
sers in terms of accuracy and mental effort. Meanwhile, 4.0 cm is
lightly larger than the screen size of a MOTO 360 V1. Note that the
idth of an iPhone 5 keyboard is approximately 4 cm. Therefore, we
elieved that the 2.0 to 4.0 cm range reflects the range of keyboard
izes available on real smartwatches. We then evenly sampled five key
izes within this range. 

During typing, an asterisk would appear and a hit sound would be
layed whenever a touch event was detected. This feedback is nec-
ssary to build a 1:1 mapping between touch events and the charac-
ers in the target sentences, while avoiding potential bias towards any
pecific touch detection algorithm Azenkot and Zhai (2012) ; Findlater
t al. (2011) . Furthermore, we adopted the “memorize ” presentation
tyle in the work of Kristensson and Vertanen (2012) to imitate a realis-
ic text entry scenario ( MacKenzie and Zhang, 2001 ). At the beginning
47 
f each trial, a task phrase was displayed on the screen ( Fig. 3 a), and
he participants were asked to memorize it. Subsequently, participants
apped the “Start ” button to begin the trial. At that point, the task phrase
as changed into asterisks to prevent participants from transcribing it
 Fig. 3 b). 

.4. Procedure 

We conducted the study in a calm office scenario. Participants sat at a
esk and typed on the keyboard with the index finger of their dominant
and ( Fig. 1 a). They were free to rest their left arm on the desk, as
e anticipated that it would take approximately one hour for them to

omplete the tasks. 
During the study, the order of different keyboard sizes were counter-

alanced using Latin square. For each keyboard size, participants were
rst allowed 3 minutes to familiarize themselves with the keyboard.
hen, they were asked to input 20 phrases randomly sampled from the
ackenzie and Soukoreff phrase set ( MacKenzie and Soukoreff, 2003 ).

articipants were instructed to “type comfortably and naturally, but also
uickly and accurately, as you would normally do in daily life ”. During
yping, they could hit the “Reset ” button to restart the trial if they felt
hat they had committed typing errors, which also made the task phrase
eappear. Participants could proceed to the next trial only if the number
f registered touch events was equal to the length of the task phrase. A
-minute break was enforced between different keyboard sizes, during
hich questionnaires and interviews were carried out to gather subjec-

ive feedback from the participants. 

. Results 

We collected 43,600 labeled taps across all the participants, not in-
luding warm-up phrases. To account for mislabeling, we discarded out-
ying points for each key that were more than three key widths away
rom the centroid of the touch points in either the x or y direction.
 502∕43600 = 1 . 2% of instances). The discarded instances from the in-
reasing keyboard sizes constituted 96, 100, 100, 96 and 110 of all out-
iers, respectively. 

We used RM-ANOVAs for our analyses. For nonparametric tests (e.g.,
ubjective ratings), we applied the Friedman test. All post hoc pairwise
omparisons were protected against Type I error using a Bonferroni ad-
ustment. Findings were reported as significant at the 𝑝 < 0 . 05 threshold.
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Fig. 3. Task interface using the “memorize ” style. (a) Before starting, the task phrase is visible. (b) During typing, only asterisk feedback is provided. 

Fig. 4. Typing speed (a) and error rate (b) for each size. 
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.1. Text entry speed 

We measured text entry speed in words per minute (WPM), which
as calculated as follows: 3 : 

 𝑃 𝑀 = 

|𝑇 | − 1 
𝑆 

× 60 × 1 
5 

(3)

here | T | is the length of the final input string and S is the elapsed time
n seconds from the first to the last finger touch in a trial. 

Across all keyboard sizes, participants typed at an average speed of
3.0 WPM (SD = 6.1), which was close to the speed in the work of
ears et al. (1993) but 37% slower than the one-finger typing speed on
 phone-sized keyboard ( Azenkot and Zhai, 2012 ). The average speeds
ere 21.4, 21.6, 22.9, 24.4 and 24.8 WPM for the increasing key-
oard sizes (see Fig. 4 a). A main effect of keyboard size was found on
peed ( 𝐹 4 , 76 = 12 . 0 , 𝑝 < 0 . 0001 ): larger sizes resulted in higher speeds.
ost hoc analysis showed that 3.5 and 4.0 cm were significantly faster
han smaller sizes, while no significant differences were found among
he sizes ≤ 3.0 cm. In addition, the speed when using the 2.0 cm keys
as only 3.4 WPM (14%) slower than that when using the 4.0 cm key-
oards, implying that small keyboards resulted in little hindrance to
articipants in terms of text entry speed. This result was similar to that
f Sears and Zha (2003) —when entering text using a 3.2–5.4-cm-wide
tylus-activated keyboard, text entry rate was not significantly affected
y the keyboard size. 

.2. Error rate 

We defined a touch that lies outside the visual boundary of its target
ey as an error. The average error rates for increasing sizes were 39.4%,
4.3%, 12.1%, 6.8% and 4.1%, respectively (see Fig. 4 b). A main effect
f keyboard size on error rate was observed ( 𝐹 4 , 76 = 77 . 6 , 𝑝 < 0 . 0001 ):
arger sizes resulted in lower error rates. Combining Fig. 4 a and Fig. 4 b,
e can infer that the participants tended to maintain a relatively con-
3 http://www.yorku.ca/mack/RN-TextEntrySpeed.html . 
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istent speed rather than a consistent accuracy for different keyboard
izes. 

Interestingly, 3.0 cm was shown to be a cut-off point below which
ignificant degradation in typing accuracy was observed. The error rates
or sizes ≥ 3.0 cm were less than 12.1%, but the error rates increased
ramatically to over 24% as the size decreased. Post hoc analysis also
howed a significant difference between 2.5 cm and adjacent sizes, while
o significant difference between adjacent sizes was found among sizes
 3.0 cm. This result confirmed a small-scale effect consistent with the
ork of Chapuis and Dragicevic (2011) : despite the D / W ratios being
xed, small-scale pointing tasks appeared to be more difficult for users
han those with larger W . 

.3. Endpoint distribution 

Fig. 5 illustrates the collective touch points merged from all partic-
pants over a 1:1 sized keyboard. In agreement with Azenkot and Zhai
2012) and Goodman et al. (2002) , the endpoints for each key roughly
ollowed a bivariate Gaussian distribution. We report the results for the
pace key separately because it is different from the alphabetical keys
n both form and function. 

.3.1. Systematic offset 

We define offset as the distance between the coordinate of a touch
oint and that of the target key center in the x and y directions, re-
pectively. A positive Offset x means users hit to the right of the target
enter, while a positive Offset y means users hit below the target center.
ig. 6 shows the average offsets among the alphabetic keys for each size,
nd Fig. 7 shows the offsets for the 2.5 cm and 3.5 cm for illustration
urposes. 

In the x direction, Offset x values were positive for all sizes, suggest-
ng that touch points consistently land to the right of the target cen-
er. This phenomenon is in agreement with Sheik-Nainar (2010) , which
e attributed to horizontal parallax because our participants were all

ight-handed. In the interview, most participants (16 / 20) reported
hat they rolled their fingers slightly to the right when they had diffi-
ulty visually acquiring the targets. Across all sizes, Offset ranged from
x 

http://www.yorku.ca/mack/RN-TextEntrySpeed.html
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(a) 2.0 cm (b) 2.5 cm (c) 3.0 cm

(d) 3.5 cm (e) 4.0 cm

Fig. 5. Collective touch points and 95% confidence ellipses over a 1:1 outline of the keys for each size. 

Fig. 6. Offset x and Offset y for each size, averaged among the alphabetic keys. 
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.39 (SD = 0.24) to 0.64 mm (SD = 0.15), which was fairly small in
mplitude compared with the key size. Furthermore, the Row (the top,
iddle, or bottom rows of keys) did not show a main effect on Offset x 

 𝑝 = 0 . 38 ). However, a main effect of keyboard size was found on Offset x 
ig. 7. Offset x and Offset y (mm) for 2.5 cm and 3.5 cm. Keyboards were scaled to the same siz

elative offsets among the keys but are not drawn to the scale of the keyboard outline. 

49 
 𝐹 4 , 24 = 31 . 8 , 𝑝 < 0 . 0001 ). Offset x decreased monotonously as the size in-
reased, implying that users were able to touch closer to the target center
n the x direction for larger targets. Sheik-Nainar (2010) also found a
egative correlation between Offset x and key size in the range of 2 to
 mm. 

In the y direction, touch points tended to land slightly above the
arget center. Offset y values were negative for all key sizes but their
mplitudes were much smaller than the Offset x values ( < 0.2 mm). The
verage Offset y values for the increasing keyboard sizes were − 0.06,
 0.08, − 0.15, − 0.10 and − 0.16 mm, respectively. Although keyboard

ize had a significant effect on Offset y ( 𝐹 4 , 24 = 11 . 4 , 𝑝 < 0 . 0001 ), we did
ot find a consistent trend. In general, Offset y tended to become smaller
n amplitude for smaller keyboards, which was in agreement with Sheik-
ainar (2010) where the target sizes were ≥ 4 mm. 

The systematic offset results suggested an edge effect : When hitting
eys on the boundary, participants tended to unintentionally touch to-
ard the area outside the keyboard. In Fig. 7 a, the leftmost keys had

maller Offset x (i.e., ‘Q ’, “A ’, and “Z ’) values, whereas the rightmost keys
e. The color gradient of each key indicates the value of the offset. The arrows show the 
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Fig. 8. Sizes of the collective (red solid line) and average (blue dotted line) participant touch spreads for each size, marked by 95% confidence ellipses relative to the key outlines (gray). 

The ellipses are drawn to scale and moved to the centers of the keys for comparison purposes. SD x and SD y are reported in millimeters in each dimension and indicated by arrows. (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 1 

Offset and size of spread (in millimeters) corresponding 

to the space key for each size. 

Size (cm) 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 

Offset x 1.47 1.62 1.62 1.53 1.54 

Offset y 0.49 0.34 0.29 0.42 0.32 

SD x 1.27 1.62 1.84 2.04 2.31 

SD y 0.78 0.85 0.87 0.99 0.93 
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w  
ad larger Offset x (e.g., “P ’, “L ’, and “M ’) values. In the y direction, the
op row (mean = -0.22 mm) exhibited significantly greater Offset y val-
es than the middle (mean = -0.06 mm) or bottom (mean = 0 mm)
ows did. The edge effect was mentioned by most of our participants
19 / 20) in the interview: when hitting tiny keys on the boundary, the
nner keys acted as distractors that they unintentionally tried to avoid
itting. Consequently, the systematic offsets appeared to be skewed in
he opposite direction of the distractors. 

.3.2. Spread of touch points 

To measure the spread size, we computed SD x and SD y as the stan-
ard deviations of the touch point locations in the x and y directions,
espectively. Fig. 8 demonstrates the average spreads of the collective
ata merged from all participants and from individual participants. We
ligned the centers of the ellipses with the centers of the keys to eas-
ly compare between sizes. For all sizes, individual participants yielded
preads that were always greater in width than in height, which was in
greement with Azenkot and Zhai (2012) . However, the collective touch
preads were always taller than they were wide. On average, the widths
nd heights of the individual user spreads were 77% (SD = 2.9%) and
3% (SD = 2.0%) of that of collective spreads. This implied that partic-
pants were precise themselves but had largely differing (especially ver-
ically) systematic offsets that resulted in large overall spreads ( Azenkot
nd Zhai, 2012 ). 

A significant effect of keyboard size was found on both SD x ( 𝐹 4 , 24 =
6 . 5 , 𝑝 < 0 . 0001 ) and SD y ( 𝐹 4 , 24 = 18 . 9 , 𝑝 < 0 . 0001 ). As expected, the
preads became larger as the size increased. However, the individual
ouch spreads at 4.0 cm were only 25% larger than those at 2.0 cm, sug-
esting that the participants utilized less area than the specified target
or the large keys. Even for the 2.0 cm keyboards, the 95% confidence
llipses of individual user spreads spanned only approximately 1.2 times
he key width. This implied that despite a systematic offset, the precision
f typing on tiny QWERTY keyboards could be quite high. 

.3.3. Space key 

The error rates for hitting the space key were 30.5%, 16.1%, 12.3%,
0.2%, and 3.8% for the increasing keyboard sizes, respectively. Table 1
hows the average offset and spread of the touch points corresponding
o the space key. In agreement with Azenkot and Zhai (2012) , a positive
ffset x was observed with a magnitude almost three times that of the
lphabetical keys. However, Offset y was quite different. In contrast to
50 
he alphabetical keys, a remarkable positive Offset y was observed for all
izes (see Fig. 7 c and 7 d for examples), implying that the touch points
ended to land below the center of the space key. This result corresponds
o the edge effect mentioned above. The participants were not system-
tically affected by the key size when hitting the space key. Keyboard

ize did not show a main effect on offset in either the x ( 𝑝 = 0 . 61 ) or y
 𝑝 = 0 . 32 ) direction, and we did not observe a consistent trend in either
irection. 

The spread of the touch points corresponding to the space key was
oticeably larger than that of the alphabetical keys. As expected, a sig-
ificant effect of keyboard size in both the x ( 𝐹 4 , 76 = 82 . 3 , 𝑝 < 0 . 0001 ) and
 directions ( 𝐹 4 , 76 = 3 . 18 , 𝑝 < 0 . 05 ) was found. Interestingly, participants
tilized a relatively fixed proportion of the key width across all sizes.
he 95% confidence ellipses covered an average of 54% (SD = 2.1%) of
he key width across all sizes (see Fig. 5 ); a linear fitting between SD x 

nd the space key width yielded an R 

2 of 0.98. However, we did not
nd a similar characteristic in the y direction ( 𝑅 

2 = 0 . 56 ). 

.4. User preferences 

We collected participants ” subjective ratings for the different sizes
sing a 5-point Likert-scale questionnaire. The dimensions included per-
eived speed, perceived accuracy, comfort, fatigue and overall prefer-
nce. All responses were assigned a score between 1 and 5, with 5 be-
ng the most positive and 1 being the most negative response to each
uestion. Cronbach ’s 𝛼 for the questionnaire was 0.98, confirming the
nternal consistency of the survey. Fig. 9 shows the scores across the
ifferent sizes for each dimension. 

All ratings increased monotonically as the size increased, suggest-
ng that users preferred larger sizes across every dimension. Key-

oard size showed a significant effect on all properties: perceived
peed ( 𝜒2 (4) = 68 . 7 , 𝑝 < . 001 ), perceived accuracy ( 𝜒2 (4) = 69 . 7 , 𝑝 <
 001 ), comfort ( 𝜒2 (4) = 68 . 3 , 𝑝 < . 001 ), fatigue ( 𝜒2 (4) = 67 . 9 , 𝑝 < . 001 )
nd overall preference ( 𝜒2 (4) = 67 . 1 , 𝑝 < . 001 ). However, 3.5 cm seemed
ufficiently large for user satisfaction. The increase in score between 3.5
nd 4.0 cm was noticeably smaller than those between smaller sizes. Post

oc analysis also showed that keyboard size yielded a significant effect on
very dimension for sizes ≤ 3.5 cm, but 4.0 cm was better than 3.5 cm
nly in terms of perceived accuracy. 

We also interviewed the participants about the smallest size of keys
hat they felt comfortable typing on. Surprisingly, 17/20 participants
hose 3.0 cm. Compared with the adjacent sizes, 18 participants re-
orted that 2.5 cm was much more difficult than 3.0 cm. This is con-
istent with Fig. 4 b, which showed that 3.0 cm was a cut-off point at
hich significant degradation in typing accuracy occurred. In addition,
ost of the participants (16 / 20) commented that the 3.5 cm keyboard

equired much less effort than the 3.0 cm keyboard. They were able to
ype freely with keyboards ≥ 3.5 cm but had to type carefully on those
 3.0 cm (see Figs. 9 c and 9 d). 

When the keyboard was sufficiently large ( ≥ 3.5 cm), participants
ere free to type with their finger prominence, just as when typing
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Fig. 9. Subjective ratings on a 5-point Likert scale across the different sizes. The circle shows the average score. 

Fig. 10. Illustrations of the different postures for different sizes. (a) Oblique touch on a large keyboard. (b) Vertical touch on a small keyboard. 
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4 http://www.americannationalcorpus.org/OANC/index.html . 
n a phone ( Fig. 10 a). However, for smaller keyboards, they tended
o pitch their fingers vertically and type lightly with their fingertips
 Fig. 10 b). Note that a greater finger pitch yields higher touch points
 Holz and Baudisch, 2010 ); thus, this behavior explained the observa-
ion that Offset y on the 3.0 cm keyboards is smaller than that for the
.5 cm keyboards as shown in Fig. 6 and Table 1 . Interestingly, Sheik-
ainar also found that users touched higher for 2.0 mm targets than for
.0 mm targets ( Sheik-Nainar, 2010 ), which supports our finding that
he touch postures may have changed between 3.0 and 3.5 cm. 

.5. Summary 

In this study, we collected participants ” typing data using the as-
umption that the input was always correct. We tested participants us-
ng keyboard sizes ranging from 2.0 to 4.0 cm. The results showed that
articipants could type over 20 WPM even on the 2.0 cm keyboard.
owever, the error rate increased noticeably as keyboard size dimin-

shed. Moreover, although touch points tended to be slightly above and
o the right of the target key center, the spread of the touch points were
airly precise compared with the key size. In addition, a 3.5 cm keyboard
eemed to be sufficiently large for user satisfaction. 

. Study 2: evaluating smart keyboards 

In this study, we developed a smart keyboard algorithm based on
he naive Bayesian model of Goodman et al. (2002) that incorporated a
ouch model derived from Study 1 and a unigram word language model,
hich was easy to implement and fast to calculate in real use. We then
xamined the performance of this smart keyboard algorithm on different
izes of keyboards. 
51 
.1. Keyboard algorithm 

We used a naive Bayesian algorithm ( Goodman et al., 2002 ) as our
eyboard decoder. For each entered word, the algorithm calculated the
ikelihood of each possible word in a predefined dictionary according to
he sequence of touch points and recommended the words with the high-
st probabilities as the candidate words for users to choose from. This
pproach requires only a small language model and modest computing
esources, making it suitable to deploy on real smartwatches. However,
 limitation of this approach is that the algorithm is not designed for en-
ering individual characters because we assumed that word-level input
ccounts for the majority of real-life text entry tasks. 

Given W as a word in the dictionary and I as a sequence of input
oints, we used Eq. 1 to calculate the likelihood P ( W | I ). Similar to ex-
sting works ( Findlater and Wobbrock, 2012; Goel et al., 2013 ), our al-
orithm considers only words whose length (the number of characters)
as identical with the input I (the number of touch points). In Eq. 1 ,
 ( W ) is the frequency of W in the corpus. We used a unigram word
anguage model that consisted of the top 10,000 words along with their
requencies from the American National Corpus Frequency Data 4 , which
ummarizes over 22 M words of written American English. As reported
y Nation and Waring (1997) , 10,000 words are sufficient to cover over
0% of written English. 

We used Eq. 2 to calculate P ( I | W ) and performed the calculation in
og space to avoid underflow. Similar to existing works, P ( I i | W i ) was cal-
ulated using a bivariate Gaussian distribution (e.g., Azenkot and Zhai,
012; Goodman et al., 2002 ). For each key × size combination, the center

http://www.americannationalcorpus.org/OANC/index.html
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Fig. 11. Typing Interface. (a) During typing, the interface shows a list of three candidate words. The dotted rectangles show the hit area for selecting the candidate words and are not 

visible to the users. (b) When finished, the interface shows the speed and error rate. 
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nd standard deviation of the distribution were determined according to
he results in Study 1. To avoid sampling bias, we adjusted the standard
eviations in the x and y dimensions according to Bishop (2006) : 

= 

√ 

𝑁 

𝑁 − 1 
× 𝜎𝑜𝑏𝑠 (4)

here 𝜎obs and N indicate the observed standard deviation of the merged
preads and the number of touch points, respectively. 

.2. Participants 

We recruited sixteen participants from the campus (11 males and 5
emales) whose average age was 23.3 (SD = 1.8). None of the partici-
ants had been involved in the first experiment. All participants regu-
arly used a QWERTY keyboard and had used touch screen devices for an
verage of 6.9 years (SD = 3.2). The participants were all right-handed.
ach participant was compensated $30. 

.3. Experiment design 

We used the same HTC One phone in this study as was used in
tudy 1. Fig. 11 shows the software keyboard interface. To mimic a real
martwatch, we removed all the visual elements except for the rendered
atch. Again, taps outside the displayed watch screen were ignored.
henever a touch event was detected, a hit sound would be played. Dur-

ng typing, the system displayed a list of the most probable words above
he keyboard based on the input. Participants could tap on or above a
andidate word to select that word (see Fig. 11 a). Alternatively, they
ould touch the space key to select the first candidate by default. Either
election automatically appended a space after the selected word. The
umber of candidate words was empirically chosen to be three based on
 tradeoff between prediction accuracy and the width of each candidate
ord (for a real text entry technique, more candidate words could be

upported by swiping right). Because the precision of hitting functional
eys is critical for the keyboard, we did not provide a backspace key.
nstead, users could swipe left to delete the last input word. The swipe-
o-delete gesture is common for smart keyboard algorithms both in the
esearch literature (e.g., Oney et al. (2013) ; Vertanen et al. (2015) ) and
n commercial products (e.g., Swype 5 ). 
5 http://www.swype.com/ . 
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52 
.4. Procedure 

The experimental procedure was the same as Study 1, except that
n this study, participants performed input when standing to simulate
he daily use of interacting with a smartwatch. After finishing each task
hrase, they swiped right to see the entry and error rate of the sentence
 Fig. 11 b). Then, by swiping right again, they could to proceed to the
ext sentence. 

.5. Results 

.5.1. Text entry speed 

Fig. 12 a shows the text entry speed for each size. The mean speeds
or the increasing keyboard sizes were 26.8, 30.2, 32.6, 33.6 and 33.2

PM, respectively. A significant effect of keyboard size on speed was ob-
erved ( 𝐹 4 , 60 = 24 . 7 , 𝑝 < 0 . 0001 ). Post hoc analysis showed that the 2.0
nd 2.5 cm keyboard sizes were significantly slower than the larger sizes,
hile no significant difference was found among the sizes ≥ 3.0 cm.
ompared with existing smartwatch text entry techniques, our smart
eyboard reached a far faster speed than character-level input tech-
iques ( Leiva et al., 2015; Oney et al., 2013 ) and was competitive with
he one finger text input speed on a phone-sized keyboard ( Azenkot and
hai, 2012 ). 

.5.2. Error rate 

Similar to Study 1, we calculated the character-level error rate as the
atio of touch points that lay outside the target key. The mean error rates
or the increasing keyboard sizes were 89.9%, 85.8%, 82.4%, 79.9%
nd 78.6% respectively, suggesting that users ” touch input was quite
mprecise. 

We then measured the uncorrected character error rate using CER,
hich is a common metric for evaluating smart keyboard input tech-
iques (e.g., Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2003; Vertanen et al., 2015 ).
ER can be interpreted as the minimum number of insertions, substitu-
ions and deletions required to transform the transcribed string into the
arget string divided by the number of characters in the target string.
ig. 12 b shows the CER for each size. The mean CER scores for the
ncreasing keyboard sizes were 1.9%, 1.1%, 0.6%, 0.6% and 0.4%, re-
pectively. A significant effect of keyboard size on CER was observed
 𝐹 4 , 60 = 13 . 5 , 𝑝 < 0 . 0001 ). Post hoc analysis showed that the 2.0 cm key-
oard resulted in a significantly higher error rate than did the larger
izes. 

http://www.swype.com/
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Fig. 12. Typing speed (a) and error rate (b) for each size. 

Table 2 

Average ratio of word-affecting actions for each size. Yes and No indicate whether the user selected the correct 

word. 

Class Select Top1 Select Top2 Select Top3 Select Space Delete Total 

Correct Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No (N) 

2.0 cm 54.7% 2.1% 16.7% 1.5% 7.9% 1.6% 10.2% 1.6% 3.7% 128 

2.5 cm 62.9% 1.7% 15.5% 0.9% 5.4% 0.7% 10.6% 0.8% 1.5% 123 

3.0 cm 69.7% 1.1% 11.7% 0.9% 3.3% 0.2% 11.0% 0.7% 1.4% 122.2 

3.5 cm 70.3% 1.6% 10.5% 0.4% 3.3% 0.3% 11.9% 0.4% 1.3% 122.2 

4.0 cm 72.3% 1.4% 9.0% 0.5% 3.4% 0.2% 11.6% 0.2% 1.4% 122.4 
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.5.3. Interaction statistics 

We investigated the typing procedure of the participants more deeply
y analyzing the interactions they made when typing on the keyboard.
able 2 shows the ratio of word-affecting actions for each keyboard size.

Select Top1 was the most frequent action for all sizes, and its fre-
uency increased monotonically as the keyboard size increased. From
.0 cm to 4.0 cm, this action constituted between 56% and 74% of the
otal actions, suggesting that over half the time, the keyboard algorithm
ccurately predicted the target word as the first candidate. 

Participants preferred selecting words from the candidate list over
ouching the space key. For each of the five sizes, the frequency of Select

op1 was more than four times that of Select Space . During the interview,
articipants commented that when selecting words from the candidate
ist, they could leverage the area above the keys, which was easier than
itting the space key (see Fig. 11 a). This was particularly important be-
ause —unlike sentence-level decoding techniques (e.g., Vertanen et al.
2015) ) —our algorithm assumed that a space was always correct, and
t can be slow for users to recover from mistyped spaces. 

For all five keyboard sizes, participants performed only a few Delete

perations. However, the Delete frequency of for 2.0 cm was much
igher than the Delete frequency for the larger sizes, suggesting that
ven with smart keyboard algorithms, 2.0 cm may still be too small for
articipants to type on comfortably. 

.5.4. User preferences 

We collected subjective ratings from the participants for the key-
oard using the same questionnaire as in Study 1. Cronbach ’s 𝛼 for the
uestionnaire was 0.95. Fig. 13 shows the score across different sizes
or each dimension. 

As in Study 1, the ratings for each dimension increased mono-
onically as the size increased, suggesting that the users preferred
arger sizes. Keyboard size had a significant effect on all of the
roperties: perceived speed ( 𝜒2 (4) = 56 . 1 , 𝑝 < . 001 ), perceived accu-
acy ( 𝜒2 (4) = 55 . 1 , 𝑝 < . 001 ), comfort ( 𝜒2 (4) = 55 . 0 , 𝑝 < . 001 ), fatigue
 𝜒2 (4) = 54 . 6 , 𝑝 < . 001 ) and overall preference ( 𝜒2 (4) = 55 . 8 , 𝑝 < . 001 ).
ost hoc analysis showed that 3.0 cm was significantly better than 2.5 cm
53 
n terms of perceived speed and overall preference, while no significant
ffect of keyboard size was found in any dimension between 3.5 cm and
djacent sizes. 

When selecting the smallest size that they felt comfortable typing
n, seven participants chose 2.5 cm, seven chose 3.0 cm, and two chose
.5 cm. Compared with the result of Study 1, in which 17/20 of the
articipants chose 3.0 cm, this result suggested that with the help of
mart keyboard algorithms, participants were able to type on smaller
eyboards. 

Interestingly, during the interview, the majority of the participants
12/16) commented that the 3.5 cm was their most preferred size among
ll the keyboard sizes. In comparison, they felt that 4.0 cm resulted in
onger travel distances for fingers but did not increase typing accuracy
ignificantly (see Fig. 12 ). 

.6. Summary 

In this study, we evaluated the performance of a classical Bayesian
lgorithm on tiny QWERTY keyboards of different sizes. We found that
y incorporating a detailed touch model, a unigram language model,
nd a user interface that can display three candidate words, participants
ould type over 26 WPM on the 2.0 cm keyboard with a CER below
.0%. Compared with smaller keyboards, keyboards ≥ 3.0 cm resulted
n significantly faster speeds and higher user preferences. Among all five
eyboard sizes, the 3.5 cm keyboard was the most preferred. 

. Study 3: performance on a real smartwatch 

The previous study showed participants ” typing performances and
ubjective preferences on tiny QWERTY keyboards with smart keyboard
lgorithms. However, those studies used a smartphone attached to par-
icipants ” arms to simulate a real smartwatch; therefore, it is important
o verify that these results can be applied to real smartwatches. Conse-
uently, we conducted a third study, where participants performed text
ntry tasks using the same keyboard algorithm as in Study 2 but on a
eal smartwatch. We were interested in whether using a different device
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Fig. 13. Subjective ratings on a 5-point Likert scale across different sizes. The circles show the average scores. 

Fig. 14. Experiment setup. 
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Table 3 

Typing speeds and error rates for each size; 

standard deviations are shown in parenthesis. 

Size (cm) 3.0 3.5 

Speed (WPM) 33.4 (4.9) 35.0 (5.3) 

CER (%) 0.6 (0.8) 0.2 (0.3) 
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3  
phone vs. watch) would yield significant differences in the measured
erformances. 

.1. Participants 

We recruited another sixteen participants from the campus (11 males
nd 5 females) whose average age was 24.0 (SD = 1.5). None of the
articipants had been involved in the previous experiments. All of the
articipants regularly used a QWERTY keyboard and had used touch
creen devices for an average of 6.1 years (SD = 1.4). The participants
ere all right-handed. Each participant was compensated $10. 

.2. Apparatus 

We used a MOTO 360 smartwatch running Android Wear in this
xperiment (see Fig. 14 ). The watch has a round touch screen with a
iameter of 3.96 cm. The experimental software recorded all touch data
ncluding x and y pixel coordinates and millisecond time stamps when-
ver touch events occurred. The screen has a PPI of 205, where 1 pixel
 0.124 mm. 
54 
.3. Experiment design 

Fig. 15 shows the platform interface, which was similar to that used
n Study 2. We employed the same keyboard algorithm as in Study 2 with
wo alterations. First, we did not provide audio feedback because the
OTO 360 does not have a speaker. This is similar to interacting with

martwatches in public, where the audio feedback may be nearly in-
udible given environmental noise. Second, because participants rarely
sed the space key in Study 2 (see Table 2 ), we removed it from the
eyboard layout to save screen space. 

In this study, we tested only the 3.0 and 3.5 cm keyboards because
he results from Study 2 suggested that these are the most applicable
izes on real smartwatches. In Study 2, over half of the participants
9/16) selected sizes ≥ 3.0 cm as the minimum size that they felt com-
ortable typing on. Therefore, we believed that sizes ≤ 2.5 cm were too
mall for typing. Moreover, the 4.0 cm size resulted in a slower typ-
ng speed while it did not significantly increase the accuracy compared
ith 3.5 cm (see Fig. 12 ). In addition, the screen sizes of most current

martwatches (e.g., Sony SmartWatch, MOTO 360, Samsung Gear S, and
pple Watch) are smaller than 4.0 cm. 

.4. Procedure 

Participants completed text entry tasks using two keyboard sizes; the
eyboard sizes were counterbalanced. The experimental procedure was
he same as Study 2. 

.5. Results 

.5.1. Text entry speed 

Table 3 shows the text entry speed for each keyboard size. The aver-
ge speeds for the 3.0 and 3.5 cm keyboards were 33.4 (SD = 4.9) and
5.0 WPM (SD = 5.3), respectively. The results of paired t -tests revealed
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Fig. 15. Platform interface used in Study 3. 
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Fig. 16. Subjective ratings on a 5-point Likert scale across different sizes. The circles show 

the average score. 
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 significant effect of keyboard size on speed ( 𝑡 15 = 2 . 31 , 𝑝 < 0 . 05 ), with
arger sizes resulting in higher speeds. 

Compared with the speeds on the 3.0 and 3.5 cm keyboards in Study
, the differences between typing speeds on a real smartwatch and those
n the smartphone were only 0.8 WPM (2.4%) and 1.4 WPM (4.2%).
eanwhile, mixed effects ANOVA did not find a main effect of device

phone vs. watch) ( 𝑝 = 0 . 63 ), suggesting that when carefully designed,
sing a phone instead of a smartwatch in studies with identically sized
eys does not affect participants ’ typing speed. 

Gordon et al. (2016) showed that when using statistical decoding and
rror correction techniques, participants could reach over 22 WPM on a
.0 cm keyboard on a real smartwatch, which was slower than our re-
ults. We attribute this discrepancy to two differences: 1) WatchWriter
sed a 160K+ vocabulary, which was much larger than the 10K vo-
abulary used in our algorithm; 2) WatchWriter derived its underlying
lgorithm from the Google Keyboard, which was originally designed for
martphones. In comparison, our algorithm used a more detailed touch
odel that is measured on tiny QWERTY keyboards, which may better
odel users ’ touch behavior. 

.5.2. Error rate 

Error rate was measured using CER. Table 3 shows the error rate for
ach keyboard size. The mean CERs for the 3.0 and 3.5 cm keyboards
ere 0.6% (SD = 0.8%) and 0.2% (SD = 0.3%), respectively. Similar to
tudy 2, no significant effect of keyboard size on error rate was observed.

In agreement with the text entry speed, participants ’ error rates
eemed unaffected by the device used in the experiment. Mixed effects
NOVA found no significant differences between the error rates on a
atch and on a phone ( 𝑝 = 0 . 37 ). This again confirmed the validity of
sing a smartphone instead of a real smartwatch in text entry experi-
ents. 

.5.3. User preferences 

We collected the participants ’ subjective ratings for the keyboards
sing the same questionnaire as in Studies 1 and 2. Cronbach ’s 𝛼 of the
uestionnaire was 0.85. Fig. 16 shows the score across different sizes
or each dimension. 

As in Studies 1 and 2, the ratings for the 3.5 cm keyboard were higher
han that for 3.0 cm keyboard in all five dimensions. A Wilcoxon signed-
ank test found that keyboard size had a significant effect on all prop-
rties: perceived speed ( 𝑍 = −2 . 33 , 𝑝 < . 05 ), perceived accuracy ( 𝑍 =
2 . 81 , 𝑝 < . 01 ), comfort ( 𝑍 = −3 . 00 , 𝑝 < . 01 ), fatigue ( 𝑍 = −2 . 31 , 𝑝 <

 05 ) and overall preference ( 𝑍 = −2 . 50 , 𝑝 < . 05 ). Interestingly, no sig-
ificant effect of device was found in any dimension. (perceived speed
 𝑝 = 0 . 15 ), perceived accuracy ( 𝑝 = 0 . 79 ), comfort ( 𝑝 = 0 . 19 ), fatigue ( 𝑝 =
 . 85 ), overall preference ( 𝑝 = 0 . 55 )). 
55 
.5.4. Qualitative feedback 

In this section, we summarize some of the subjective feedback from
he user interviews. This feedback not only sheds light on their typing
ehaviors but also provides helpful design implications for researchers.

Although most participants were very careful and typed slowly at
rst, they were able to type fluently after a small amount of practice. 

“It was easy to learn to use this keyboard, and it seemed that I could type

ven better when I relaxed rather than trying to be extra careful. ” (P5) 

After the experiment, participants were generally satisfied with the
peed and accuracy of the tiny smart keyboard. 

“It was unbelievable! This keyboard guessed my target word correctly

ost of the time! ” (P2) 

During typing, some participants tended to support their right hand
n the back of the left hand. 

“I found that when I put my right hand on the back of my left hand, I

ould type faster and more accurately because I could keep my hand stable. ”

P11) 

Some participants suggested that some kind of feedback on each tap
e.g., sound) would be very helpful. 

“It would be perfect if there were some kind of sound feedback. That

ould make me feel more confident and help me type faster. ” (P16) 

Swipe to delete the entire word is fast most of the time. However,
articipants suggested that sometimes swipe to delete a single character
ould also be helpful. 

“I think the swipe-to-delete feature is very clever. It feels natural, but it

ould be even better if I could delete a single character sometimes. ” (P7) 
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Table 4 

The nine algorithms tested in the simulation. 

Dictionary Language Unigram Language Bigram Language 

Model (DL) Model (UL) Model (BL) 

General Touch Model GB-DL GB-UL GB-BL 

- Big (GB) 

General Touch Model GS-DL GS-UL GS-BL 

- Small (GS) 

Detailed Touch Model DT-DL DT-UL DT-BL 

(DT) 
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6 http://www.americannationalcorpus.org/OANC/index.html . 
Regarding typing performance, some participants commented that
electing candidate words is the most time-consuming action during typ-
ng. 

“I spent a lot of time searching for and selecting the target word from the

andidate list. In most cases, I had to tap the top left area to select the first

andidate, which was time-consuming. ”(P9) 

.6. Summary 

In this study, we replicated Study 2 on real smartwatches. We also
emoved the space key to facilitate the word selection experience. The
esults revealed no significant difference between the 3.0 and 3.5 cm
eyboards on a phone and on a watch in terms of speed, error rate or
ubjective preference. 

. Effect of touch model and language model 

So far, we have demonstrated that although touch precision for ac-
uiring ultra-small targets is low, by combining a small keyboard spe-
ific touch model, a unigram language model and a correction user in-
erface, users can achieve satisfactory text entry speed and accuracy on
iny QWERTY keyboards. In this section, we conducted a simulation
ased on users ’ typing data to further explore the contribution of each
ndividual component to the benefit. 

.1. Keyboard algorithms 

Note that because our keyboard algorithm was based on the Bayesian
odel ( Eq. 1 ), it was difficult to fully decouple the touch model from the

anguage model. However, by comparing the performance of different
odels, we can gain an insight into the effect of these two components.

pecifically, we tested three different touch models and language mod-
ls, each with different correction power. 

The three tested touch models were the 1) General Touch Model —Big

GB) , which is a touch model measured on smartphones. When calculat-
ng P ( I i | W i ) in Eq. 2 , we used the same bivariate Gaussian distribution
or all the character keys. The parameter settings are shown below: 
 

𝑂𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑥 = 0 

𝑂𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑦 = 0 . 59 mm 

{ 

𝜎𝑥 = 1 . 81 mm 

𝜎𝑦 = 1 . 48 mm 

(5)

hese values were based on the work of Azenkot and Zhai (2012) , who
eported that when typing with an index finger on a 60 × 37.5 mm
eyboard, the collective touch points tended to land 0.59 mm below
he target key center, and the standard deviations were 1.81 mm and
.48 mm in the x and y dimensions, respectively. 

2) General Touch Model - Small (GS) . This model is similar to GB

xcept that the parameters of the Gaussian distribution are measured
hen users touch tiny targets on touchscreens. The parameter settings
ere as follows: 
 

𝑂𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑥 = 0 

𝑂𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑦 = 0 

{ 

𝜎𝑥 = 1 . 5 mm 

𝜎𝑦 = 1 . 5 mm 

(6)
56 
hese values were based on the work of Bi et al. (2013) , who reported
hat when repeatedly touching a 2.4 mm-diameter circle, the 2D stan-
ard deviations of the collective touch points were 1.5 mm. 

3) Detailed Touch Model (DT) . This model is the touch model used in
his work in Studies 2 and 3. 

The three tested language models were the 1) Dictionary Language

odel (DL) , which is equivalent to setting P ( W ) ≡ constant in Eq. 1 . Just
s in Studies 2 and 3, we used the top 10,000 words in the American
ational Corpus Frequency Data corpus 6 as DL . 

2) Unigram Language Model (UL) , which is the language model we
sed in Studies 2 and 3. Compared with DL , this model also contains
he frequency of each word. 

3) Bigram Language Model (BL) . In Eq. 1 , we calculate 𝑃 ( 𝑊 ) =
𝑛 

𝑖 =1 𝑃 ( 𝑊 𝑖 |𝑊 𝑖 −1 ) , where 𝑊 0 = ⟨s ⟩ indicates the start of a sentence. The
igram frequency data was acquired from the Google Web 1T 5-gram

atabase ( Brants and Franz, 2006 ), which contains English word n-
rams and their frequency counts summarized from approximately 1
rillion word tokens of text from publicly accessible web pages. We used
nly the bigrams that consisted the words in DL . 

Using all the combinations of the three touch models with the three
anguage models, we tested nine keyboard algorithms, as showed in
able 4 . We expected to find that GB < GS < DT and that DL < UL

 BL in terms of correction power. In particular, DT-UL is the algorithm
hat we used in Studies 2 and 3. 

.2. Simulation design 

We used the collected typing data from Study 1 for simulation pur-
oses. Because the goal of this simulation was to compare the perfor-
ance of different keyboard algorithms, we did not remove the outlier
oints that were far away from the collective centroid. In total, we tested
900 words on five different keyboard sizes. For each entered word, the
sers ’ typing data functioned as the input, and we compared the output
f the algorithm with the target word. 

.3. Results 

We measured the word-level error rate of each algorithm, which can
e calculated as follows 

𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 1 − 

𝑁 𝑐 𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐 𝑡 

𝑁 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 

× 100% , (7)

here N correct and N total denote the number of corrected words and total
ords, respectively. For each algorithm in Table 4 , we report the top- k

rror rate where 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. 

.3.1. Effect of the number of candidate words 

Fig. 17 shows the top-1 to top-5 error rate of each algorithm on dif-
erent keyboard sizes. As expected, the error rates fell as keyboard size
ncreased and when more powerful touch/language models were used.
owever, the Top-1 and top-2 error rate dropped more observably than

http://www.americannationalcorpus.org/OANC/index.html
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Fig. 17. Top-1 to top-5 error rate of each algorithm on different keyboard sizes. 

Fig. 18. Top-1 error rate of each algorithm on different keyboard sizes. 
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hen k ≥ 3. For example, for the 2.0 cm keyboard, the top-1 and top-2
rror rates of GB-DL were 17.2% and 5.9%, respectively, while those of
T-BL were only 1.4% and 0.7%, respectively. In comparison, the top-3
rror rates of the nine algorithms were all very low ( < 2.8%). 

When k ≤ 3, the error rate of most algorithms fell noticeably as k
ncreased. However, increasing k to 4 or 5 did not lead to a significant
enefit. The differences between the top-3 and top-5 error rates were
elow 1.9% for all the algorithms, suggesting that three candidates is
ufficient for tiny QWERTY keyboards. 

In the following sections, we analyze only the top-1 results for added
larity. In real use, the top-1 accuracy rate is indicative of the ratio
f words that can be automatically corrected by the algorithm without
xplicitly performing word selections. 

.3.2. Effect of touch model 

Fig. 18 shows the top-1 error rate of each algorithm on different
eyboard sizes. Generally, DT achieves the lowest error rate, while the
rror rate of GB is the highest. The differences between the three touch
odels tend to become smaller as the keyboard size increases, or when
 more powerful language model is applied. 

When using BL as the language model, DT achieved a 5.7% and 2.6%
ower error rate than GB and GS on the 2.0 cm keyboard, respectively.
57 
n keyboards ≥ 3.0 cm, the error rates of the three touch models were
ll very low (0.9% – 1.4%). 

When using UL or DL as the language model, the trends were simi-
ar but more observable. On the 2.0 cm keyboard, the error rates were
3.2% and 17.2% for GB , 9.2% and 14.1% for GS , and 2.6% and 7.7%
or DT , respectively. In contrast, for keyboards ≥ 3.5 cm, the differences
etween three touch models were all below 1.4%. Surprisingly, even
hen using DL, DT still achieved an error rate below 2.0% on keyboards
 3.0 cm and 7.7% on a 2.0 cm keyboard. These results suggest that a
etailed touch model can significantly increase the text input accuracy
n tiny QWERTY keyboards. 

.3.3. Effect of language model 

Fig. 19 shows the top-1 error rate of each algorithm on different
eyboard sizes. As expected, the error rate of BL was the lowest, while
hat of DL was the highest. Similar to the previous results, the differences
etween the three language models tended to become smaller as the
eyboard size increased, or when a more powerful touch model was
sed. 

When using DT as the touch model on the 2.0 cm keyboard, the
rror rates of DL, UL and BL were 7.7%, 2.6% and 1.4% respectively.
or keyboards ≥ 3.0 cm, the error rate of the three language models
ere all very low (1.0%–2.2%). 
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Fig. 19. Top-1 error rate of each algorithm on different keyboard sizes. 
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When using GB or GS as the touch model, the trends were similar
ut more apparent. On the 2.0 cm keyboard, the error rates were 17.2%
nd 14.1% for DL , 13.2% and 9.2% for UL , and 7.1% and 4.0% for BL ,
espectively. In contrast, on a 3.5 cm keyboard, the differences between
hree language models were only 2.0% and 1.6% respectively. In par-
icular, when using BL , the error rates on keyboards ≥ 3.0 cm were all
elow 1.2%. This suggests that using the bigram language model with
 general touch model can effectively correct input errors on tiny key-
oards. 

.4. Summary 

In this section, we conducted a simulation based on the collected
yping data in Study 1. We tested all nine combinations of three touch
odels ( GB, GS and DT ) and three language models ( DL, UL and BL ).
he results showed that using a bigram language model or a detailed
ouch model could both effectively correct users ’ input imprecision on
iny QWERTY keyboards. 

. Discussion 

.1. Text entry on tiny QWERTY keyboards 

The goal of this study was not only to study users ’ performances
nd preferences when typing on tiny QWERTY keyboards but also to
xplore the feasibility of easy-to-implement, high-performance text en-
ry using smart QWERTY keyboards on real smartwatches. In our first
tudy, we showed that despite a systematic offset, participants could
ype fairly precisely on tiny QWERTY keyboards. For the 2.0 cm key-
oard, the key-level error rate was approximately 40%. However, the
5% confidence ellipse of the individual user contact points spanned
nly approximately 1.2 times the key width. Therefore, if the keyboard
lgorithm could compensate for the systematic offset, the input accuracy
ight be significantly increased. 

The size of the spread in our results is smaller than that reported by
ther works (e.g., Colle and Hiszem, 2004; Sears, 1991 ). We attributed
his to three factors: 1) when typing on tiny keyboards, participants
ended to use vertical touches rather than oblique touches, which re-
ulted in a smaller touch area ( Wang and Ren, 2009 ); 2) when inter-
cting with a smartwatch, the distances between the screen and users ’
yes were much smaller than those used in other study scenarios (e.g.,
tanding at a kiosk, Colle and Hiszem, 2004 ). The smaller distance al-
owed users to aim at the targets more carefully; 3) during typing, some
articipants laid their right hand on the back of their left hand, making
he finger-travel distance quite small. Both these factors led to a more
table touch posture. 

In our second study, we showed that a naive Bayesian algorithm
ould effectively correct the input errors on tiny QWERTY keyboards.
hus, such an algorithm enables users to type fluently without having
o aim as carefully. Input speeds on the 3.0 cm keyboard reached 32.6

PM, which is competitive with reported one-finger text input speed
58 
n phone-sized keyboards ( Azenkot and Zhai, 2012 ). Even when typ-
ng on a 2.0 cm keyboard, the participants could still type 26.8 WPM.
ompared with VelociTap ( Vertanen et al., 2015 ), our algorithm used a
maller 2 MB language model. Although this is partly due to the smaller
ize of the vocabulary in our algorithm, our results shed light on the pos-
ibility of shrinking the size of the language model without sacrificing
ext entry accuracy. It is worth mentioning that both our algorithm and
ther recognition-based approaches (e.g., ( Gordon et al., 2016; Verta-
en et al., 2015 )) are designed for entering English words. Therefore,
he performance efficiency of keyboard entry with other languages and
OV words should also be evaluated. 

Regarding accuracy, the participants were able to achieve remark-
bly low error rates with the smart keyboard algorithm. The CER for a
.0 cm keyboard was only 1.9%, which was much lower than the 89.9%
rror rate in the raw touch point data. This suggested that —facilitated
y a detailed modelling of participants ’ typing patterns —our keyboard
lgorithm could accurately recognize the target word as a candidate in
ost cases (see Table 2 ). Considering both speed and accuracy, the re-

ults of Study 2 demonstrated that users could achieve satisfying text
ntry speeds and error rates when typing on tiny QWERTY keyboards
n smartwatches. 

In the third study, we verified that for keyboards of the same size,
here was no significant difference whether the performance was mea-
ured on a smartphone or on a smartwatch in terms of speed, accuracy
r subjective ratings. Using a smartphone to simulate a smartwatch is
 common approach in existing works; however, the validity of this ap-
roximation had never been verified. A formal validation of the devices
sed in smartwatch studies will aid in laying a more solid foundation
or future empirical studies on smartwatches. 

Finally, we showed through simulation that using either a bigram
anguage model or a detailed touch model could result in a prediction
ccuracy with a top-1 error rate below 8%. This result confirmed the
mportance of modeling users ’ touch behavior. In previous work, Weir
t al. (2014) found that user-specific touch modeling was beneficial
or phone-sized keyboards. In contrast, our work modeled offsets and
ariances for each key from a pool of different users. Although such a
ethodology has been applied on phone-sized keyboards, to our knowl-

dge, our work is the first to study the touch model on smartwatch-sized
eyboards. 

.2. Design recommendations 

Our results not only proved the feasibility of text entry on tiny QW-
RTY keyboards but also shed light on some important problems when
esigning tiny QWERTY keyboards. We derived our recommendations
rom three aspects: 1) key size; 2) smart keyboard algorithm; and 3)
ord selection. 

.2.1. Key size 

Study 1 showed that 3.0 cm is the cut-off point below which signifi-
ant accuracy degradation occurs, and 3.0 cm was also the smallest size
f keyboard acceptable to most of the participants. Study 2 showed that
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y incorporating a detailed touch model, a unigram language model and
 correction user interface, users could type both quickly and accurately.
or keyboards ≤ 2.5 cm, text input performance increased significantly
ith keyboard size, while for those ≥ 3.0 cm, size increases did not sig-
ificantly improve performance in terms of text entry speed, error rate
r user preference. Therefore, we suggest that keyboards ≥ 3.0 cm are
ppropriate for QWERTY keyboards on smartwatches. Study 3 verified
hat when using 3.0 and 3.5 cm keyboards on a real smartwatch, par-
icipants could type 33+ WPM with a CER below 0.6%. 

.2.2. Smart keyboard algorithm 

The uncorrected and corrected error rates in Study 2 highlighted
he necessity for employing smart keyboard algorithms on tiny QW-
RTY keyboards. Before correction, the participants ’ character error
ates were above 82% on the 3.0 cm keyboard and above 85% on the
.5 cm keyboard. In contrast, after correction by a smart keyboard algo-
ithm, the CER values were below 2% for all keyboard sizes. The inter-
iew results also showed that when using a smart keyboard algorithm,
articipants could type more comfortably without having to aim care-
ully for each key. This is particularly important when the keys on the
iny QWERTY keyboards are very small ( ∼ 3.0 cm) ( Kwon et al., 2009 ).

The keyboard algorithm can leverage both a touch model and a lan-
uage model to achieve a satisfactory performance. Via a simulation, we
howed that improving either the touch model or the language model
ould effectively correct users ’ touch errors on tiny QWERTY keyboards.
hile existing works have demonstrated the power of the language
odel ( Vertanen et al., 2015 ), our results on touch point distribution

hould also be helpful for researchers and practitioners. For example,
he endpoint distribution revealed a systematic offset as well as an edge
ffect. Touch points tended to land slightly to the right of key centers;
herefore, a small (several pixels) horizontal correction subtracted from
ach touch point can be beneficial. In addition, the users tended to unin-
entionally touch toward the outside of the keyboard when attempting
eys on the boundary. An offset removal can also ameliorate this prob-
em. Free space outside the keyboard can also be leveraged as extra
nteractive region for boundary keys. 

Personalization is an important feature of any smart keyboard al-
orithm. Weir et al. (2014) showed that user-specific touch modeling
as beneficial for phone-sized keyboards. In our study, on average, the
idth and height of the per-user spreads were only 77% and 63% of

hat of the collective spreads: in other words, individual users typed
airly precisely, but the offset among users varied, which is in agree-
ent with Azenkot and Zhai (2012) . This disparity suggested that some
egree of personalization would also be beneficial for achieving better
erformance for smartwatch keyboards. 

.2.3. Word selection 

A basic interaction of word-level input techniques is selecting words
rom a candidate list. In Study 2, the participants preferred selecting
ords from the candidate list to touching the space key (see Table 2 ).
e attribute this to two factors: 1) when selecting words from the can-

idate list, users could also leverage the area above the keys, which is
uch easier than pressing the tiny space key. This is particularly im-
ortant because without sentence-level decoding (e.g., Vertanen et al.,
015 ), most input prediction assumes a space is always correct, and it
an be slow for users to recover from mistyped spaces; and 2) pressing
he space key only selected the first candidate word. Therefore, users still
ad to switch to the list if the target word was the second or the third
andidate, which caused extra mental effort. For example, in Table 2 ,
pproximately 16% of the words appeared as the second candidate, and
pproximately 8% appeared as the third candidate. Therefore, we rec-
mmend removing the space key from the keyboard, which could also
ave screen space for other content. In conditions where our candidate
ord list solution is not applicable (e.g., the upper area has been occu-
ied), other word-selection methods (e.g., a crossing gesture, Accot and
hai, 2002 ) may also be good solutions. 
59 
. Limitations and future work 

In this section, we discuss a number of limitations of our work, which
e also see as opportunities for future work. 

First, in Study 1, the participants were provided only asterisk and
udio feedback during typing. This design was necessary to ensure that
ur findings revealed the participants ’ intrinsic typing abilities without
ias towards any specific touch detection algorithm ( Azenkot and Zhai,
012 ). However, the observed typing pattern may be somewhat differ-
nt from that in real typing scenarios, where various touch detection
lgorithms and smart keyboard algorithms may affect a user ’s typing
ehavior. To further investigate this effect, it would be interesting to
ompare the typing patterns in Study 1 and 2. 

Second, our naive Bayesian algorithm in Study 2 and 3 assumed that
he number of touch points is always correct. This assumption has been
idely adopted when designing smart keyboards (e.g., Goodman et al.,
002; Rashid and Smith, 2008 ) and may be achievable with a high-
ccuracy word selection strategy. However, further improving the algo-
ithm to account for missing or insertion errors should be beneficial in
chieving even better performance ( Kristensson and Zhai, 2005; Verta-
en et al., 2015 ). 

Third, the dictionary in our algorithm used only 10K common En-
lish words, a relatively small number compared with other works (e.g.,
ordon et al., 2016; Vertanen et al., 2015 ). We used a small language
odel for two reasons: 1) 10K words are sufficient to account for over
0% of common written English according to Nation and Waring (1997) ;
nd 2) we assumed that text entry on smartwatches were more useful
or light-weight tasks (e.g., replying to SMS messages) rather than for
eavy-duty text entry tasks (e.g., writing an article). Therefore, com-
ared with smartphone keyboards, a smaller language model may be
ufficient for the smartwatch scenario. Despite this, it would be valu-
ble to explore the effect of vocabulary size on text entry performance,
nd doing so might help in further exploring the possibilities for smart-
atch text entry. 

Fourth, we present only qualitative results on participants ’ touch
ostures in this paper. Our results can serve as a complement to pre-
ious studies on user touch behavior (e.g., Holz and Baudisch, 2010;
011 ) and typing behavior on tiny QWERTY keyboards (e.g., Leiva
t al., 2015 ). However, a more systematic study with quantitative re-
ults would be beneficial to complete our results and provide a deeper
nderstanding of user touch behavior. 

Lastly, our results in this paper were obtained from only right-
anded participants. While our results may still cover the majority of
eal users, left-handed users may yield patterns that are different from
ur results (e.g., the systematic offset in the x dimension). For a real
ext entry system, it might be applicable to inverse the x -offset in our
odel for left-handed users. Consequently, gathering typing data from

eal left-handed users would also be valuable. 
Based on these limitations, we plan our future work as follows: First,

e plan to investigate typing performance on smartwatches using ad-
itional real-world factors (e.g., keyboard algorithm, handedness, and
 walking scenario) and to compare the results with the results found
n this work. Second, we plan to investigate ways to further improve
sers ’ typing performance through more sophisticated keyboard algo-
ithms (e.g., using dynamic programming to resolve insertion and dele-
ion errors). Third, we plan to further investigate typing behavior on tiny
eyboards and provide more quantitative results using motion-tracking
evices (e.g., OptiTrack). Lastly, we plan to involve participants with
ore widespread demographics (e.g., age and handedness) to further

mprove the external validity of our results. 

0. Conclusion 

In this paper, we performed three studies to examine users ’ perfor-
ances and preferences when typing on tiny QWERTY keyboards. The
ltimate goal was to investigate easy-to-implement, high-performance
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Table A.6 

Distribution data for each key on the 2.5 cm keyboard. A positive Offset x indicates that 

users touched to the right of the target center, and a positive Offset y indicates that users 

touched below the target center. 

Keyboard Size (cm) Key Offset x (mm) Offset y (mm) SD x (mm) SD y (mm) 

2.5 Space 1.62 0.34 1.62 0.85 

2.5 A 0.30 0.04 0.75 0.84 

2.5 B 0.67 − 0.09 0.61 0.68 

2.5 C 0.74 − 0.03 0.55 0.60 

2.5 D 0.78 − 0.16 0.57 0.71 

2.5 E 0.70 − 0.24 0.64 0.78 

2.5 F 0.64 − 0.15 0.59 0.77 

2.5 G 0.47 − 0.09 0.53 0.70 

2.5 H 0.74 0.00 0.60 0.75 

2.5 I 0.56 − 0.25 0.66 0.70 

2.5 J 0.30 0.25 0.47 0.49 

2.5 K 0.54 − 0.05 0.64 0.71 

2.5 L 0.69 0.14 0.81 0.75 

2.5 M 0.87 0.08 0.68 0.61 

2.5 N 0.43 0.02 0.64 0.65 

2.5 O 0.48 − 0.21 0.62 0.69 

2.5 P 0.62 − 0.27 0.77 0.72 

2.5 Q 0.43 − 0.03 0.76 0.89 

2.5 R 0.69 − 0.16 0.62 0.75 

2.5 S 0.68 − 0.15 0.66 0.79 

2.5 T 0.62 − 0.29 0.61 0.74 

2.5 U 0.56 − 0.16 0.65 0.68 

2.5 V 0.72 0.02 0.65 0.66 

2.5 W 0.65 − 0.28 0.64 0.83 

2.5 X 1.16 − 0.05 0.43 0.61 

2.5 Y 0.56 − 0.10 0.61 0.71 

2.5 Z 0.24 0.15 0.58 0.53 
ext entry methods for smartwatches. Our first study found that despite
 systematic offset, the participants could type fairly precisely on key-
oards as small as 2.0 cm. In our second study, which incorporated a
ouch model, a language model and a correction user interface, partic-
pants achieved input rates between 26.8 to 33.6 WPM on keyboards
ized from 2.0 to 4.0 cm, with an uncorrected character error rate rang-
ng from 0.4% to 1.9%. The participants reported that they felt more
omfortable when typing on keyboards that were ≥ 3.0 cm. Our third
tudy verified that typing on small identically sized keyboards using
ither a smartphone or a smartwatch did not yield significant differ-
nces in measured typing speeds, accuracies or user preferences. Par-
icipants were able to type at 33.4 and 35.0 WPM on 3.0 and 3.5 cm
eyboards with CERs of 0.6% and 0.2%, respectively. Finally, our sim-
lation results showed that a detailed model of users ’ touch behavior
an effectively correct users ’ touch imprecision on tiny QWERTY key-
oards. Our results are useful for understanding human typing ability on
iny QWERTY keyboards, and our prototype keyboard algorithm demon-
trated the feasibility of high-performance, easy-to-implement text entry
n smartwatches. The results and design recommendations presented
ere should help keyboard researchers and practitioners improve soft
eyboards on smartwatches and continue to expand the potential of mo-
ile computing. 
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ppendix A. Tap distribution table 

Table A.5 , Table A.6 , Table A.7 , Table A.8 , Table A.9 
able A.5 

istribution data for each key on the 2.0 cm keyboard. A positive Offset x indicates that 

sers touched to the right of the target center, and a positive Offset y indicates that users 

ouched below the target center. 

Keyboard Size (cm) Key Offset x (mm) Offset y (mm) SD x (mm) SD y (mm) 

2.0 Space 1.47 0.49 1.27 0.78 

2.0 A 0.22 0.06 0.73 0.77 

2.0 B 0.63 0.08 0.50 0.42 

2.0 C 0.79 0.05 0.58 0.54 

2.0 D 0.73 − 0.03 0.57 0.76 

2.0 E 0.65 − 0.27 0.52 0.70 

2.0 F 0.69 0.02 0.61 0.70 

2.0 G 0.48 − 0.17 0.57 0.74 

2.0 H 0.77 0.09 0.68 0.81 

2.0 I 0.54 − 0.28 0.61 0.60 

2.0 J 0.42 0.01 0.33 0.40 

2.0 K 0.57 − 0.07 0.75 0.78 

2.0 L 0.77 0.20 0.63 0.66 

2.0 M 0.81 0.13 0.66 0.50 

2.0 N 0.59 0.03 0.51 0.53 

2.0 O 0.61 − 0.29 0.69 0.58 

2.0 P 0.78 − 0.32 0.70 0.74 

2.0 Q 0.37 − 0.23 0.77 0.63 

2.0 R 0.74 − 0.17 0.65 0.60 

2.0 S 0.79 − 0.03 0.61 0.72 

2.0 T 0.66 − 0.28 0.63 0.69 

2.0 U 0.67 − 0.19 0.59 0.59 

2.0 V 0.78 0.02 0.51 0.33 

2.0 W 0.75 − 0.21 0.63 0.61 

2.0 X 0.84 − 0.01 0.64 0.66 

2.0 Y 0.59 − 0.21 0.68 0.66 

2.0 Z 0.56 0.28 0.76 0.43 

Table A.7 

Distribution data for each key on the 3.0 cm keyboard. A positive Offset x indicates that 

users touched to the right of the target center, and a positive Offset y indicates that users 

touched below the target center. 

Keyboard Size (cm) Key Offset x (mm) Offset y (mm) SD x (mm) SD y (mm) 

3.0 Space 1.62 0.29 1.84 0.87 

3.0 A 0.13 0.01 0.85 0.76 

3.0 B 0.49 − 0.02 0.75 0.58 

3.0 C 0.56 − 0.06 0.58 0.59 

3.0 D 0.79 − 0.16 0.67 0.67 

3.0 E 0.62 − 0.29 0.67 0.76 

3.0 F 0.60 − 0.20 0.57 0.70 

3.0 G 0.49 − 0.31 0.65 0.64 

3.0 H 0.63 − 0.04 0.61 0.69 

3.0 I 0.46 − 0.34 0.64 0.73 

3.0 J 0.30 − 0.12 0.60 0.62 

3.0 K 0.41 − 0.16 0.78 0.68 

3.0 L 0.66 0.12 0.72 0.64 

3.0 M 0.62 0.05 0.76 0.72 

3.0 N 0.39 − 0.01 0.65 0.59 

3.0 O 0.29 − 0.21 0.68 0.75 

3.0 P 0.54 − 0.30 0.62 0.74 

3.0 Q 0.27 − 0.16 0.74 0.84 

3.0 R 0.64 − 0.21 0.68 0.76 

3.0 S 0.65 − 0.14 0.69 0.66 

3.0 T 0.57 − 0.31 0.67 0.71 

3.0 U 0.43 − 0.20 0.69 0.69 

3.0 V 0.70 − 0.11 0.62 0.61 

3.0 W 0.77 − 0.37 0.65 0.80 

3.0 X 1.12 − 0.10 0.79 0.72 

3.0 Y 0.48 − 0.23 0.71 0.78 

3.0 Z 0.19 − 0.12 0.78 0.81 
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Table A.8 

Distribution data for each key on the 3.5 cm keyboard. A positive Offset x indicates that 

users touched to the right of the target center, and a positive Offset y indicates that users 

touched below the target center. 

Keyboard Size (cm) Key Offset x (mm) Offset y (mm) SD x (mm) SD y (mm) 

3.5 Space 1.53 0.42 2.04 0.99 

3.5 A 0.13 0.04 0.78 0.75 

3.5 B 0.57 − 0.14 0.74 0.77 

3.5 C 0.63 − 0.06 0.54 0.71 

3.5 D 0.72 − 0.11 0.55 0.76 

3.5 E 0.59 − 0.31 0.67 0.75 

3.5 F 0.50 − 0.14 0.62 0.64 

3.5 G 0.28 − 0.22 0.71 0.74 

3.5 H 0.49 0.07 0.64 0.70 

3.5 I 0.30 − 0.33 0.73 0.75 

3.5 J 0.22 0.17 0.46 0.63 

3.5 K 0.33 − 0.05 0.68 0.67 

3.5 L 0.51 0.23 0.83 0.65 

3.5 M 0.59 0.09 0.78 0.65 

3.5 N 0.27 − 0.02 0.69 0.67 

3.5 O 0.15 − 0.20 0.81 0.80 

3.5 P 0.49 − 0.34 0.74 0.78 

3.5 Q 0.23 − 0.18 0.89 0.80 

3.5 R 0.61 − 0.20 0.67 0.77 

3.5 S 0.59 − 0.12 0.67 0.68 

3.5 T 0.50 − 0.34 0.63 0.79 

3.5 U 0.34 − 0.16 0.68 0.83 

3.5 V 0.61 0.02 0.67 0.62 

3.5 W 0.65 − 0.33 0.64 0.80 

3.5 X 0.86 0.11 0.58 0.87 

3.5 Y 0.35 − 0.23 0.65 0.80 

3.5 Z 0.37 0.02 0.71 0.78 

Table A.9 

Distribution data for each key on the 4.0 cm keyboard. A positive Offset x indicates that 

users touched to the right of the target center, and a positive Offset y indicates that users 

touched below the target center. 

Keyboard Size (cm) Key Offset x (mm) Offset y (mm) SD x (mm) SD y (mm) 

4.0 Space 1.54 0.32 2.31 0.93 

4.0 A 0.14 − 0.02 0.93 0.77 

4.0 B 0.51 − 0.09 0.76 0.70 

4.0 C 0.50 − 0.11 0.75 0.77 

4.0 D 0.68 − 0.19 0.69 0.73 

4.0 E 0.52 − 0.39 0.81 0.85 

4.0 F 0.57 − 0.21 0.86 0.74 

4.0 G 0.23 − 0.35 0.78 0.78 

4.0 H 0.50 0.00 0.80 0.68 

4.0 I 0.26 − 0.41 0.72 0.85 

4.0 J − 0.12 0.14 0.62 0.71 

4.0 K 0.14 − 0.12 0.74 0.67 

4.0 L 0.35 0.23 0.85 0.69 

4.0 M 0.47 0.07 0.83 0.74 

4.0 N 0.10 − 0.06 0.79 0.71 

4.0 O 0.04 − 0.29 0.84 0.82 

4.0 P 0.28 − 0.29 0.80 0.79 

4.0 Q 0.18 − 0.22 0.96 0.98 

4.0 R 0.51 − 0.23 0.74 0.86 

4.0 S 0.61 − 0.23 0.68 0.69 

4.0 T 0.42 − 0.40 0.67 0.85 

4.0 U 0.27 − 0.19 0.68 0.84 

4.0 V 0.47 0.00 0.77 0.65 

4.0 W 0.68 − 0.40 0.77 0.85 

4.0 X 1.06 − 0.13 0.66 0.81 

4.0 Y 0.37 − 0.24 0.66 0.84 

4.0 Z 0.46 − 0.01 0.84 0.77 
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upplementary materials 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in
he online version, at doi:10.1016/j.ijhcs.2017.05.001 . 
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